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Classifying a Local Cult in Hunan: Daoist Ritual, 
Ideology, and Efficacy of the “General Who  
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Abstract

A common impediment for recognizing the close and widespread correlation 
between Daoism and local cults is the diminished presence of Daoist priests 
throughout contemporary China. Although some regions still boast impressive 
numbers of village priests, changing demographics and economic prospects have 
decimated the presence of Daoists overall. Fieldworkers without a strong interest 
in Daoism commonly jump to the conclusion that Daoism is not a significant 
factor in the religious landscape they study. This unfortunate assumption leads to a 
distorted understanding vis-à-vis cults of worship for local gods (often classified as 
“popular religion”; 民間信仰 minjian xinyang), because it takes the impoverished 
status of modern Chinese cult activities as representative for the fundamental 
nature of local cults more generally speaking. The degree to which this is indeed 
a distortion becomes clear once one pays specific attention to the way in which 
many local cults have come into being in close interaction specifically with Daoist 
priests, Daoist ritual, Daoist ideology, and so on, even as Daoists may not currently 
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Introduction

A common impediment for recognizing the close and widespread correlation 
between Daoism and local cults is the diminished presence of Daoist priests 
throughout contemporary China.1 Although some regions still boast impressive 

 1　 This is not to say that Daoists have altogether disappeared from villages throughout China. In 
recent years many studies have been published that reveal a strong presence of Daoist priests, 
some of which also touch upon the relationship between Daoists and local cults broadly 
speaking. Examples include Kenneth Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular Cults of South-East China 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993); Stephen Jones, Daoist Priests of the Li Family: 
Ritual Life in Village China (St. Petersburg, FL: Three Pines Press, 2017); Patrice Fava, Aux 
portes du ciel: La statuaire taoïste du Hunan, Art et anthropologie de la Chine (Paris: Les Belles 
Lettres / ÉFEO, 2013); Ye Mingsheng 葉明生, Minxinan Yongfu Lüshanjiao chuandu yishi 
yanjiu 閩西南永福閭山教傳度儀式研究, Daojiao yishi congshu 道教儀式叢書, vol. 3, ed. 
John Lagerwey and Lü Pengzhi 呂鵬志 (Taipei: Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 2017); Lui Wing 
Sing 呂永昇 & Li Xinwu 李新吾, Shi Dao he yi: Xiangzhong Meishan Yangyuan Zhangtan 
de keyi chuancheng 師道合一︰湘中梅山楊源張壇的科儀與傳承, Daojiao yishi congshu 道
教儀式叢書, vol. 2, ed. John Lagerwey and Lü Pengzhi (Taipei: Taipei: Xinwenfeng chuban 
gongsi, 2015); Lui Wing Sing and Li Xinwu, Jiazhu yu Dizhu: Xiangzhong xiangcun de Daojiao 

constitute a significant presence in the life of a given cult. Though not explicitly 
articulated as something belonging to the purview of Daoism, many of the building 
blocks used to shape local cults do belong first and foremost to the stock in trade 
of Daoist ritual—including the cosmological elements to which they adhere, the 
divine hierarchy to which they report, or, of course, the ritual actors who serve 
these cults. 

This article, then, will attempt to study an example of a local cult that might 
not be labeled as “Daoist” if taken at face value, but that, by specifying those 
elements that can be attributed to Daoist ritual operations, can nonetheless be 
classified on the basis of formative contributions from Daoism. It is a study of 
the presence of Daoism in the absence of Daoists. 

Keywords:  Daoism, local cults, popular religion, vernacular traditions, ritual 
knowledge
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numbers of village priests, changing demographics and economic prospects have 
decimated the presence of Daoists overall. Fieldworkers without a strong interest in 
Daoism commonly jump to the conclusion that Daoism is not a significant factor in 
the religious landscape they study.2 This unfortunate assumption leads to a distorted 
understanding vis-à-vis cults of worship for local gods (often classified as “popular 
religion”; 民間信仰 minjian xinyang), because it takes the impoverished status 
of modern Chinese cult activities as representative for the fundamental nature of 
local cults more generally speaking. The degree to which this is indeed a distortion 
becomes clear once one pays specific attention to the way in which many local cults 
have come into being in close interaction specifically with Daoist priests, Daoist 
ritual, Daoist ideology, and so on, even as Daoists may not currently constitute a 
significant presence in the life of a given cult. Though not explicitly articulated as 
something belonging to the purview of Daoism, many of the building blocks used 
to shape local cults belong first and foremost to the stock in trade of Daoist ritual—

including the cosmological elements to which they adhere, the divine hierarchy to 
which they report, or, of course, the ritual actors who serve these cults. 

This article, then, will attempt to study an example of a local cult that might not 
be labeled as “Daoist” if taken at face value, but that, by specifying those elements 
that can be attributed to Daoist ritual operations, can nonetheless be classified on 
the basis of formative contributions from Daoism. It is a study of the presence of 
Daoism in the absence of Daoists.

yishi yu keyi「家主」與「地主」︰湘中鄉村的道教儀式與科儀, Fanzhu sanjiao lishi yu 
shehui congshu 泛珠三角歷史與社會叢書 4 (Hong Kong: Xianggang keji daxue huanan 
yanjiu zhongxin, 2015); David Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood and Drinking Elixirs with 
the Celestial Lord Yin Jiao: The Role of Thunder Deities in Daoist Ordination in Contemporary 
Hunan,” Cahiers d’Extrême Asie 19 (2010): 269–303.�

 2　 Thomas DuBois, Sacred Village: Social Change and Religious Life in Rural North China 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2005); Adam Yuet Chau, Miraculous Response: 
Doing Popular Religion in Contemporary China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006); 
David Johnson, Spectacle and Sacrifice: The Ritual Foundations of Village Life in North China 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University East Asia Center, 2009); Daniel Overmyer, Local Religion 
in North China in the Twentieth Century (Leiden: Brill, 2009).�
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In order to illustrate the degree to which the agents of Daoist ritual have played 
a role in the formation of local gods in Hunan province (PRC), I will focus on the 
cult of Wu Yongdao 吳永道, who was also given the name Yundao 允道 (according 
to a tomb inscription from the Daoguang reign, 1821–50, the latter was on behest 
of the emperor; see below).3 This cult revolves around the—supposedly—historical 
figure called Wu Yongyang 吳永揚, a military official (wuke xiaolian 武科孝廉, 
“Provincial Graduate of the Military Recruitment Examinations”) who hailed from 
Anhua 安化 in Northwest Hunan. A deified military commander, he is said to have 
lived from 1485 until the last year of the Zhengde 正德 reign (1505–21). 

Several aspects of Wu Yongdao’s cult are noteworthy for their significance 
as markers of Daoism. First of all, notwithstanding the virtually complete lack 
of Daoist elements in the rich narrative lore that defines Wu Yongdao, within the 
general typology of gods in this part of Hunan he is unambiguously classified as a 
powerful agent of ritual efficacy in the vernacular tradition of Daoism. 

Though not narrowly the focus of this study, the issue of vernacular Daoism is 
complex and deserves a few introductory remarks. Vernacular rituals in this part of 
Hunan represent the Yuanhuang 元皇 tradition, which is a tradition that defines itself 
as a lower and less powerful complement to classical traditions of Daoist ritual, as a 
less elevated member of the same family—and even as its martial guardian. I have 
described various aspects of this relationship elsewhere.4 In that hierarchical sense 
of lower-ranking kin, it is consistent with Schipper’s basic definition of vernacular 
ritual as proposed in his seminal article on that very topic.5 At the same time, most 
priests who are ordained in either one, or both the vernacular tradition and the 
“classical Daoist” tradition simultaneously, in fact, do strictly distinguish between 

 3　 In most consecration documents he is referred to as Wu Yongdao, whereas his hagiographies 
refer to him alternately as Yundao or Yongyang.�

 4　 See Mark Meulenbeld, “Dancing with the Gods: Daoist Ritual and Popular Religion in Central 
Hunan,” in Comparative Ethnography of Local Daoist Ritual 地方道教儀式實地調查比較研究, 
ed. John Lagerwey and Lü Pengzhi (Taipei: Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 2013), 113–84.�

 5　 Kristofer M. Schipper, “Vernacular and Classical Ritual in Taoism,” Journal of Asian Studies 45, 
no. 1 (1985): 21–57.�
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the two liturgical traditions, even as they acknowledge a structural relationship! I 
will return to this issue in a later section.

The second of the reasons for suggesting the need to classify Wu Yongdao 
within the sphere of Daoist ritual is an iconographic issue. Although the god’s statues 
are commonly not found in local Daoist temples, of which few remain anyway, 
but on altars in the homes of laypeople, and although the artisans who carved these 
statues are not referred to with overt Daoist labels but with more general terms like 
“recluses” (chushi 處士), both the statues and the practices of their producers are 
permeated with ritual elements from Daoism.6

Revisiting Popular Religion: Matters of Ideology

If we take Wu Yongdao’s local cult as an example of “popular religion,” it poses a 
challenge to the covert categories inherent in the way this term is often understood, 
especially in relation to assumptions about the primacy of ideology as an index for 
classification. Below I will briefly look at the way in which the issue of “ideology” 
has increased the likelihood for Daoism to be overlooked in scholarly analysis of 
“popular religion.” While I cannot avoid revisiting some aspects of the notion of 
“popular religion,” it is not my intention to be comprehensive. Several scholars have 
produced thorough discussions of this topic.7  

In his essay on the concept of “popular religion,” Philip Clart dissects a seminal 
article by Catherine Bell. He astutely critiques her historicization of this concept as 

 6　 On the Daoist ordination of chushi, see Patrice Fava, “Le clan taoïste des Kang 康 de Shima sandu 
石馬三都,” Cahiers d’Extrême-Asie 25 (2016): 168 ff. To Fava’s observations I could add several 
other similar cases I encountered during fieldwork in Li County 澧縣 (northwestern Hunan), 2018.�

 7　 Stephen Teiser, “Popular Religion,” Journal of Asian Studies 54, no. 2 (1995): 378–95; Philip 
Clart, “The Concept of ‘Popular Religion’ in the Study of Chinese Religions: Retrospect and 
Prospects,” in The Fourth Fu Jen University International Sinological Symposium: Research on 
Religions in China: Status quo and Perspectives; Symposium Papers, ed. Zbigniew Wesołowski 
魏思齊 (Taipei: Fu Jen University, 2007), 166–203. Also see the studies mentioned throughout 
this section.�
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one first bifurcated into “elite” and “folk” conceptions of Chinese religiosity, and 
in a second stage synthesized by a focus on “underlying unities.” 8 According to 
Clart, the first stage is characterized “by a theologically based holism that lumped 
together all of Chinese religion together in the sanjiao model.” 9 This sanjiao, in 
Clart’s representation of Bell’s tripartite historical scheme, refers to “the religions 
of the elite,” 10 but I would like to add that this is more than a definition referring to 
social class, it is one that has been taken to represent traditional Chinese ideologies. 
Bell’s scheme concludes with a third stage of development, which investigates “the 
dynamic interplay of unity and difference.” 11 It is this stage, says Clart, where the 
“thesis and antithesis” of the first and second stages are resolved, and with which 
he agrees: it serves as “synthesis that does in fact ‘resolve’ their contradictions by 
providing space for both unity and diversity.” 12 

In a slightly more recent analysis by Kenneth Dean and Zheng Zhenman 
(2010), some of the inherent problems with the prevailing ideological—and often 
implicitly Marxist—definition of religion in China have been laid out.13 In their 
words, this definition “insists that each religion must have a distinct religious 
organization, a religious leadership, religious doctrines and beliefs, and religious 
practices reflecting these doctrines.” 14 To illustrate some of the specifically Marxist 
bias, Dean & Zheng refer to Ma Xisha and Han Bingfang’s widely cited work 
A History of Chinese Popular Religion (1992) as an influential example of PRC 
scholarship for which the study of Chinese popular religion “has traditionally 
meant the study of religious led peasant rebellion—that is to say millenarian cults 

 8　 Catherine Bell, “Religion and Chinese Culture: Toward an Assessment of ‘Popular Religion’,” 
History of Religions 29, no. 1 (1989): 35–57.�

 9　 Clart, “The Concept of ‘Popular Religion’ in the Study of Chinese Religions,” 11.�
10　Ibid., 4.�
11　Ibid., 5.�
12　Ibid., 6.�
13　 Kenneth Dean and Zheng Zhenman 鄭振滿, Ritual Alliances of the Putian Plain (Leiden: Brill, 

2010), 46–50.�
14　Ibid., 46.�
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and secret societies.” 15 In short, this sort of Marxist-inspired standard for assessing 
“popular religion,” referred to as minjian zongjiao 民間宗教, allows only for 
clearly circumscribed movements with specific teleologies and/or ideological 
underpinnings.

Reading Ma & Han’s introduction, Dean & Zheng’s observations are 
confirmed, revealing further aspects of a definitional bias in the broader realm 
of ideology. According to Ma & Han, popular religion has “chaotic doctrines” 
(hunluande zongzhi 混亂的宗旨), “blind actions” (mangmude xingdong 盲目的

行動), and “scattered motivations” (fensande yizhi 分散的意志).16 Unsurprisingly, 
this supposed lack of ideology (and teleology) goes hand in hand with assigning 
to “popular religion” a low status within a class-hierarchy: “popular religion” 
is qualified as “coarse” (cusu 粗俗), “benighted” (yumei 愚昧), and “rough” 
(huangman 荒蠻). Though these pejorative valorizations ironically seem to 
contradict the general Marxist tendency of idealizing whatever the popular masses 
produce, their low status within class hierarchy is unequivocal. This is even more 
clearly true in research on minjian xinyang, literally “popular beliefs,” for which, as 
opposed to minjian zongjiao, it is supposedly not necessarily expected one should 
find doctrinal content at all.

Some of this type of Marxist class bias strangely coheres with Kristofer 
Schipper’s assertion that local cults are the popular foundation upon which the 
“superstructure” of higher religion has been built.17 Although the status of popular 
religion in Schipper’s scheme is only implicitly assigned a “low” position by 
juxtaposing it to “high religion” (meaning Daoism), the picture looks similar. Ma 
& Han refer to it not as “higher religion” but as a “proper religion” (or “orthodox 
religion”; zhengtong zongjiao 正統宗教) that is espoused by the “upper classes” 
(shangceng 上層)—a categorization that, in turn, has yet other implications in the 

15　 Ibid., 49.�
16　 Ma Xisha 馬西沙 and Han Bingfang 韓秉方, Zhongguo minjian zongjiao shi 中國民間宗教史 

(Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1992), 12.�
17　 Schipper, “Vernacular and Classical Ritual in Taoism,” 2.�
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sense of political ideology. In Ma & Han’s scheme, popular religion is described as 
a response to various forms of repressive control from above (p. 11), and intimately 
tied to peasant movements (p. 12). In this classic Marxist model of hardship 
endured by the lower classes in an exploitative feudal system, Ma & Han’s more 
general tendency to interpret religion as a mechanism for psychological comfort—

Freud’s definition of religion as “illusion” may not be far removed from Marx’s 
condemnation of religion as “opium” for the people—is particularly telling.18 
Moreover, Ma & Han say, it is because of all the above negative qualifications that 
its disorderly ideas could never “become political thought” (chengwei zhengzhi 
sixiang 成為政治思想). Though necessarily associated with feudal rulers in 
the upper strata, “political thought” is here understood positively as something 
inherently valuable, apparently disembodied from the class hierarchy. 

Studies of popular religion in the decades after Ma & Han have become 
increasingly focused on locally specific phenomena, tending more towards local 
cults of worship or local ritual traditions,19 but the underlying model of a popular 

18　 Sigmund Freud, The Future of an Illusion (New York and London: W. W. Norton, 1989); Robert 
C. Tucker, ed., The Marx Engels Reader, 2nd. ed. (New York and London: W.W. Norton, 1978), 
54.�

19　 Hsieh Ts’ung-hui 謝聰輝, “Zheng Yi jinglu chutan–yi Taiwan yu Fujian Nan’an suojian weizhu” 
正一經籙初探：以臺灣與福建南安所見為主, Daoism: Religion, History and Society 5 
(2013): 143–89; Hsieh Shu-wei 謝世維, ed., Scriptural Daoism and Local Religions 經典道教

與地方宗教 (Taipei: NCCU Press, 2014); Paul Katz, “Repaying a Nuo Vow in Western Hunan: 
A Rite of Trans-Hybridity?” Taiwan Journal of Anthropology 11 (2013): 1–88; Meulenbeld, 
“Dancing with the Gods”; Mark Meulenbeld, “The Dark Emperor’s Law: A Daoist Temple and 
Its Codification of Rituals in Hunan,” Studies in Chinese Religions 3, no. 4 (2017): 1–46; 
Mozina, “Daubing Lips with Blood and Drinking Elixirs with the Celestial Lord Yin Jiao”; David 
Mozina, “Summoning the Exorcist: The Role of Heart Seals (xinyin 心印) in Calling Down a 
Demon-Quelling Deity in Contemporary Daoist Thunder Ritual,” in Exorcism in Daoism, ed. 
Florian C. Reiter (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2011), 231–56; Wang Ch’iu-kui 王秋桂, 
ed., Zhongguo chuantong keyiben huibian 中國傳統科儀本彙編, 17 vols. (Taipei: Xinwenfeng 
chuban gongsi, 1996); Wang Ch’iu-kui, ed., Zhongguo chuantong juegang mipu huibian 中
國傳統訣罡密譜彙編, 2 vols. (Taipei: Shihezheng jijinhui, 1998); Ye Mingsheng, “Daojiao 
Lüshanpai yu Min-Yue shenxian xinyang kao” 道教閭山派與閩越神仙信仰考, Shijie zongjiao 
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religion representing the lower rungs of a larger class hierarchy hasn’t disappeared, 
nor has the assumption that (substantive) ideology is mostly absent from this sphere. 
A common way in these studies to distinguish “popular religion” from “proper” 
religious traditions, such as the elite versions of the Three Teachings, with a 
modernized representation of them as Daoist or Confucian “philosophy” (Daojia 道
家 or Rujia sixiang 儒家思想), is to set up as a distinct category the term “popular 
Daoism” (minjian Daojiao 民間道教).20 Another way to repackage the discourse on 
popular religion without actually redrawing the definitional boundaries is to use the 
term “local religion” (difang zongjiao 地方宗教).21 Both are assumed to represent 
rural areas. In keeping with the older models, the implication is again one of a 
difference between an ideologically unified religious tradition (much like a coherent 
“philosophy”), upheld by venerable teachers in bona-fide (urban) institutions that 
span national identity, versus a disjointed-though-related hodgepodge of folkloristic 
(rural) practices that are largely irrelevant outside a particular locality. In the post-

industrial religious landscape, where old urban neighbourhoods with their religious 
structures have been largely destroyed, unfortunately the categories of “local 
religion,” “popular religion,” or “popular Daoism” logically emerge as distinct 
presences that are peculiar to rural China, even though the difference between urban 
and rural was not at all categorical before the twentieth century.22 Depending on the 
region under investigation, today it still is not a categorical difference per se. 

Among those who seriously consider Daoism, the most notable exceptions to 

yanjiu 3 (2004): 64–76; Ye Mingsheng, “Gongsheng wenhuaquande wudao wenhuaxingtai 
zai taolun: cong Zhang Wulang xinyang tantao Lüshanjiao yu Meishanjiao guanxi” 共生文化

圈的巫道文化形態再探討：從張五郎信仰探討閭山教與梅山教關係, Journal of Hunan 
University of Humanities, Science and Technology 3 (2013): 1–10; Zeng Di 曾迪, Meishan 
shentan 梅山神壇 (Haikou: Hainan chuban, 2012).�

20　 Ye, Minxinan Yongfu Lüshanjiao chuandu yishi yanjiu, 2 ff. Ye, moreover, goes to great lengths 
to justify his original term “Daoist Lüshan lineage” (Daojiao Lüshanpai 道教閭山派).�

21　 Lui and Li, Shi Dao he yi, 5 ff.�
22　 See Rostislav Berezkin and Vincent Goossaert, “The Three Mao Lords in Modern Jiangnan: 

Cult and Pilgrimage between Daoism and baojuan Recitation,” Bulletin de l’École française 
d’Extrême-Orient 99 (2012–2013): 295–326.�
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this scheme are Dean & Zheng, who show that intricate ties of “ritual alliance” run 
between local temple-communities and their Daoists, through local officials and 
literati, to lineage groups and (other) big economic players in big towns;23 and the 
work of Patrice Fava, who has found several urban and rural communities in Hunan 
that he has described as examples of a “Daoist society” (société taoïste), referring 
to the various agents in a comprehensive web of ritual relationships.24 Also, a recent 
article by Berezkin and Goossaert shows alternative patterns of interaction between 
lay communities, local cults, and Daoism.25 None of these scholars has observed any 
equivalence of popular religion and supposedly low-class practices or lack of refined 
ideas, let alone an essentially rural spirit. 

Other models recently used to explain popular religion, and less preoccupied 
with differentiating between hierarchies of class and ideology, are those in the field 
of religious ecology, summarized recently in another article by Philip Clart.26 It 
should be noted, however, that neither the proponents of “religious ecology” that 
Clart discusses, nor the advocates of the “religious market” who oppose them, seem 
to give much thought to these ideological issues at all, much less to the special role 
for local cults of worship that is played by Daoism.

It should also be noted that models implying lack of coherent ideology in 
their representation of the popular religious sphere, including Marxist models, are 
not limited to the PRC, with David Johnson and Daniel Overmyer as their most 
influential proponents.27 The latter, for example, perpetuates Marxist inclinations 
underlying the wave of scholarship on “popular culture” that gained ground in the 

23　 Dean & Zheng, Ritual Alliances.�
24　 Patrice Fava, Aux portes du ciel (Paris: Les Belles Lettres / ÉFEO, 2013), 429–34.�
25　 Berezkin & Goossaert, “The Three Mao Lords in Modern Jiangnan.”�
26　 Philip Clart, “‘Religious Ecology’ as a New Model for the Study of Religious Diversity in 

China,” in Religious Diversity in Chinese Thought, ed. Perry Schmidt-Leukel and Joachim Gentz 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 187–99.�

27　 Johnson, Spectacle and Sacrifice; Overmyer, Local Religion in North China in the Twentieth 
Century. See my cursory remarks in Demonic Warfare: Daoism, Territorial Networks, and the 
History of the Ming Novel (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2015), 17–18.�
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1960s and 70s, disavowing political and clerical establishments. When Overmyer 
discusses local religion in North China, he sees a sort of popular autonomy in 
local cults of worship: “It is the villagers who build temples and organize festivals; 
Daoists, Buddhists, and other specialists may be invited to participate if they are 
available, but only to provide what the people need and want.” 28 This type of 
thinking is also promoted by David Johnson, when he uses the construct of “popular 
religion” as a way of claiming that local communities organize themselves on 
the basis of a “ritual autarky”—an autarky that allegedly has come about without 
“ecclesiastical authority.” 29 

It seems that Philip Clart, too, subscribes to this non-ideological, extra-clerical 
definition of a more or less autonomous “popular religion,” when he posits the 
usefulness of this concept for capturing the “limited autonomy that separates it 
to some extent from other locally present religious systems such as monasteries, 
sectarian groups, or priestly confraternities.” 30 Questions of precision aside (e.g., to 
what extent is popular religion actually separate or autonomous, or in what aspects?), 
this approach seems to me largely based on a privileging of small-scale “local” 
institutions (without a pronounced ideology) over larger-scale institutions that are 
shared more widely beyond localities (such as institutions that represent the sanjiao 
or other institutions with a pronounced ideological program).

It is here that we need to consider the scope of this “popular religion,” which I 
will define more narrowly as local cults of worship, in its relationship with Daoism. 
To put it briefly, the absence of explicit emphasis on Daoism or Daoist ideology 
does not equal the absence of Daoism itself, and more generally it does not equal 
the absence of highly developed cult practices with a substantial debt to Daoism. It 
is tempting to draw a distinction between “higher religions” with a discourse that 

28　 Overmyer, Local Religion in North China in the Twentieth Century, 1. It should be noted that 
for the same region Stephen Jones has shown the opposite, namely that the organization of local 
religion is often also in close cooperation with Daoist clerics.�

29　 Johnson, Spectacle and Sacrifice, 11 ff.�
30　 Clart, “The Concept of ‘Popular Religion’ in the Study of Chinese Religions,” 20.�
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articulates doctrinal content, and lower religious strata with emphasis on practice. 
This sort of distinction can be found in scholarship beyond the field of Chinese 
studies. Charles Taylor, in his essay on the transition from the “enchanted world” 
of local spirits to the secular age of modernity, contrasts the discursive “faith” of 
Reformist doctrine with the devotional and liturgical “acts” of the popular masses. 
Taylor observes that this divergence “lay on one hand between a faith in which the 
doctrinal element was more developed, and in which devotional life took to some 
degree the form of inner prayer, and later even meditative practices; contrasted on 
the other to a faith where the belief content was very rudimentary, and devotional 
practice was largely a matter of what one did.” 31 His conclusion is that the religion 
of the people was one of doing, not of knowing.

Though the contrast drawn by Taylor is of course accurate in some ways, it does 
have the unintended side-effect of going along with the bias that popular religious 
practices are devoid of ideological content—and thus in some sense constitute a 
rupture (in the realm of ideology) that marks the difference between high (religion) 
and low (practice). In Chinese studies this same perspective has led to a move away 
from “orthodoxy” towards “orthopraxy,” or towards the “primacy of performance,” 
most notably advanced by James Watson.32 To be sure, neither Taylor nor Watson 
suggest that “high” is more valuable than “low.” Taylor, a Catholic, describes the 
detrimental effects of the Protestant Reformation, while Watson, another child of the 
student movement of 1968, specifically goes out of his way to elevate the religious 
practices of the popular masses. Yet, while it is certainly true that zeal over dogmatic 
issues is less likely to be a part of Chinese local cults than enthusiasm for vivid 
practices, the reality is more nuanced. 

The complexity of the matter is well captured in Talal Asad’s warning against 
the privileging of discourse in valorizations of religious phenomena: “It is a modern 

31　 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007), 63.�
32　 James L. Watson Evelyn S. Rawski, eds., Death Ritual in Late Imperial and Modern China 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), see the chapter “The Structure of Chinese 
Funerary Rites: Elementary Forms, Ritual Sequence, and the Primacy of Performance.”�
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idea that a practitioner cannot know how to live religiously without being able to 
articulate that knowledge.” 33 Note that, in contrast to Taylor, Asad thus reminds us 
that when we investigate the sphere of religious practitioners we should not equate 
their lack of discourse on religious knowledge with absence of such knowledge. 
Indeed, knowledge is key even in popular religion, especially knowledge related to 
ritual practice, but to articulate, analyse, or theorize this knowledge is an entirely 
different cup of tea—one mostly drunk by scholars or theologians. In fact, even 
Daoist priests are not necessarily capable of formulating their knowledge in a way 
that would satisfy the academic thirst for critical interpretation. 

I should emphasize I do not mean to suggest that underneath the silence of 
religious practitioners we need to suspect a deep knowledge. What seems to me 
useful for analyzing local cults of worship in China is the realization that knowledge 
or ideology (theology, theory, etc.) can be embedded in practices in such a way 
that it does not hinge upon a well-developed discourse that is expounded by either 
priests or laymen; forms of knowledge are always abundantly present, but they are 
not always readily available for discursive articulation. The key is to recognize and 
acknowledge their presence.

This applies also to the case of Wu Yongdao: a local cult without clear 
allegiance—nominally or ideologically—to the three major religious institutions of 
traditional China, Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. One factor in the apparent 
autonomy of a cult like this is the nature of the bonds between itself and other 
institutions. The average layperson who worships Wu Yongdao will neither worship 
him for doctrinal reasons nor will the average layperson have ideological motivations 
for involving particular ritual specialists from the big three Chinese ideological brand 
names. Rituals are commissioned not because the patron agrees with their ideology 
but because they fulfill a certain purpose, or because it is customary, or because the 
patron and the ritualists know each other personally, or because the ritualist charges 

33　 Talal Asad, Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam, 
(Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 36.�
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a low fee. In a fundamental way, these bonds are transactional, traditional, or broadly 
socio-economic.

Wu Yongdao himself was an official who supposedly represented the ideology 
of the Ru (“Confucians”), but this aspect is hardly emphasized in his cult—at 
least not in the moral or bureaucratic sense that Confucian hermeneutics privilege. 
Although one of his more important epithets is “righteous and brave” (yiyong 義勇), 
this sort of labeling falls within the range of military discourse that extolls hero-ism 
rather than Confucian-ism. It relates more closely to the great warrior gods like Guan 
Yu (who may or may not be seen as a “Confucian” god),34 especially in his popular 
manifestation of “Pacifying King, the Righteous and Brave” (Yiyong Anwang 義
勇安王).35 Indeed, a tomb inscription for Wu Yongdao compares the local god’s 
merit to that of Guan Yu.36 Similarly, it is a discourse that will be more meaningfully 
understood in relation to the martial lore of brotherhood and bravery extolled in 
The Story of the Water Margin (Shuihuzhuan 水滸傳), which is also known more 
fully as The Story of the Loyal and Righteous [Men] of the Water Margin (Zhongyi 
Shuihuzhuan 忠義水滸傳). Though christened with Confucian-sounding labels, 
these are examples of heroism that would find following among the village militias 
of rural backwaters or urban neighborhoods rather than among good Confucians. 
And indeed, Water Margin is itself profoundly indebted to Daoist lore.37 To 
complicate matters, the military officials of the Ming dynasty were linked to Daoist 
ritual lore in various ways, and less obviously to Confucianism.38

If ideological aspects of the Three Teachings are not a straightforward part of 
popular religion in its sense of local cults of worship, then where to look for those 

34　 See Goossaert’s discussion of Guan Yu, Vincent Goossaert, “1898: The Beginning of the End for 
Chinese Religion?” Journal of Asian Studies 65 (2006): 315, 318, and 323.�

35　 For a comprehensive history of the cult to Guan Yu, see Barend ter Haar, Guan Yu: The Religious 
Afterlife of a Failed Hero (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017).�

36　 I treat the inscription below. The reference is: 如漢壽亭侯之功.�
37　 See Mark Meulenbeld, “Vernacular ‘Fiction’ and Celestial Script: A Daoist Ritual Manual for the 

Use of Water Margin,” Religions 10 (2019). doi:10.3390/rel1009051.�
38　 See Mark Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare, ch. 4.�
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elements of Daoism that have played a formative role in the existence of so many 
local gods? 39 Do we need to revert to C.K. Yang’s good old notion of “diffused 
religion”? 40 I think not so. Yang’s paradigm consistently sets up “theology” (which is 
used simultaneously in the sense of ideology and teleology) as the main component 
of diffusion: the theology of ancestor worship in the family, of patron gods in trade 
guilds and communities, of Heaven and Earth in the state.41 We will see that the 
Daoist elements in Wu Yongdao’s local cult cannot be reconciled with C.K. Yang’s 
categories of analysis, and are in no way limited to the various manifestations of the 
theology he posits. 

Even more pointedly, though Yang’s data are mostly taken from two southern 
provinces (his native Guangdong and, coincidentally, nearby Hunan), he reserves 
no role for the Daoist priesthood that lived outside of monasteries, probably because 
he acknowledged as Daoists only the minority clerics who were registered in a 
monastic institution, not the rural Zheng Yi 正乙 masters who constituted the 
majority. Specifically referring to Hunan and Guangdong, Yang does point out the 
existence of Daoist associations, describing them as “local associations in the nature 
of trade guilds” of which “priests of many temples as well as Taoist magicians were 
members.” His term “magicians” most likely refers to Zheng Yi Daoists and those 
of the vernacular tradition (possibly also including spirit-mediums and other non-

denominational figures). He does, however, claim that these organizations did not 
have a great impact on “various organized aspects of social life, nor did they alter the 
basically independent status of the individual temples and convents,” so he chooses 

39　 Famous gods with heavy Daoist involvement include Wenchang (see Terry F. Kleeman, A God’s 
Own Tale: The Book of Transformations of Wenchang, the Divine Lord of Zitong [Albany, 
NY: State University of New York Press, 1994]), Guan Yu (see ter Haar, Guan Yu), and the 
“bodhisattva” Guanyin (see Mark Meulenbeld, “Death and Demonization of a Bodhisattva: 
Guanyin’s Reformulation within Chinese Religion,” Journal of the American Academy of 
Religion 84, no. 3 (2016): 690–726), to name only a few of the most prominent.�

40　 C. K. Yang, Religion in Chinese Society: A Study of Contemporary Social Functions of Religion 
and Some of Their Historical Factors (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1961).�

41　 Ibid., 296–98.�
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to exclude them from his analysis.42 Had he included the Zheng Yi priesthood and 
their ties to both temples and local communities, his statement about Daoist impact 
would have to be radically revised, and his labelling of temples as “independent” 
should be more nuanced. Unless we adhere to the myopia inherent in Yang’s 
categories of analysis, his paradigm of diffused religion does not resolve the question 
about Daoism and popular religion in Hunan.

When it comes to its role vis-à-vis local cults in Hunan, I would like to suggest 
treating Daoism not as one exclusive ideology among others, not as a competitor 
in a religious “market,” but as an open-ended framework, components of which 
can be used for establishing relationality (“connectivity”) between local cults of 
different regions, between the communities that these regions represent, and between 
the various ritualists who are involved in this dynamic. Indeed, the method of 
connectivity is rooted in a larger Daoist toolbox, as it were; Daoism appears to offer 
ritual tools that can be used beyond the purview of those who are explicitly ordained 
as Daoists. This would apply, for example, to sculptors of religious statues, who use 
Daoist ritual segments regardless of whether they call themselves Daoist or not. 

It is also through these ritual tools that the social mobility of gods can 
materialize in terms that make them recognizable beyond a place of origin, as is the 
case with many gods of the “popular” pantheon.43 Throughout the connective tissue 
of this framework, Daoist ideology is implied but is not always inscribed visibly 
on the surface. Whatever the meaning of Daoism, this dialectic certainly formed an 
ongoing venue of negotiation between its priesthood and local communities. 

Classifying the Local Cult of Wu Yongdao

During a fieldtrip to Lianyuan 濂源 (Hunan province) with Patrice Fava in 
September 2018, it became clear that the cult to Wu Yongdao is very much alive 

42　 Ibid., 315.�
43　 Ibid.�
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in this region. There is a relatively large temple complex, named “Shrine of Sire 
Yang”  (Yanggongci 揚公祠), at Ma’ao 馬坳 (now near the village of Baimaocun 
白毛村),44 a village which is also the site for a second temple supposedly his “old 
residence” (guju 故居); a “Hall for the Loyal and Righteous” (Zhongyi dian 忠義

殿) at nearby Zhumei 株梅; and an elaborate tomb, only a few kilometers away from 
the Hall. These locations, as we will see, are consistent with the narrative details of 
hagiographies found inside wooden statues from this region. 

Fig. 1: Shrine of Sire Yang＂ at Baimaocun.

Thanks to the materials from several statues in Patrice Fava’s collection and in 
that of my own, moreover, it is possible to ascertain that the cult to Wu Yongdao has 
been very popular in Central Hunan for several centuries. The oldest of those statues 
contains a consecration document that is dated to the fourth year of the Jiaqing 嘉
慶 reign period (1799). From this era also stems one other relevant cult document, 

44　 Also written as Baimaocun 白茅村.�
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included in the lineage book of the Wu clan (Wushi zupu 吳氏族譜), which briefly 
narrates the god’s miracles (lingji 靈迹).45 On the basis of geographical names 
mentioned in those documents, we can situate the gravitational centers of Wu 
Yongdao’s cult in the region around Lianyuan, roughly spanning Anhua 安化, 
Xinhua 新化, Xiangtan 湘潭, and Ningxiang 寧鄉.46 This corresponds to the area 
between the River Zi 澬 in the west and the River Xiang 湘 in the east.

Classification of his cult is locally understood on the basis of only two 
fundamental categories of divinity, consistent with most other local deities 
throughout the greater region where he is worshiped. These distinct categories 
represent different types of gods, although our knowledge of the specific 
characteristics is far from exhaustive: (1) lineage ancestors who are referred to as 
“family chiefs” (jiazhu 家主), as well as (2) deified local heroes who represent 
(clusters of) villages and are labeled as “territorial chiefs” (dizhu 地主). For the area 
of Xinhua and Lianyuan, it is possible to break down Wu Yongdao’s presence to the 
level of villages. In most of the villages in this area he is venerated as a dizhu.47 A 

45　 Xie Benmo 謝本謨, Xie Wuba 謝五八, Wu Guilin 吳桂林, eds., Weishan wenhua (Xinhua: 
Caise yinshua, 2006), 147. Contrary to the consecration document, which is original, the record 
included in this book is copied from the Jiaqing edition of the Wu lineage book (Wushi zupu).�

46　 This scope roughly corresponds to what is known as a fairly common geographical range for the 
activities of Daoists and other ritual specialists. See Lui and Li, Jiazhu yu Dizhu, 25.�

47　 The data for the spread of Wu Yongyang’s cult are almost entirely collected by Li Xinwu 李
新吾 and Tian Yan 田彥, whose generosity is exemplary and to whom I would like to express 
my gratitude. Locations of Wu Yongdao as dizhu: City of Lengshuijiang: Shatangwan 沙塘灣. 
City of Lianyuan, Fukou Township 伏口鎮: Shaxi Village 沙溪村, Huangchen Village 黄陳村, 
Dawan Village 大灣村, Gantang Village 甘棠村, Longan Village 龍安村. Meijiang Township 湄
江鎮: Gaozi Village 蒿子村, Zhaibei Village 寨背村, Huangluo Village 黄羅村, Zhuyan Village 
朱巖村, Changchun Village 長春村, Xianglan Village 香蘭村, Mafangkou Village 馬方口村, 
Meitang Village 湄塘村, Yuanli Village 遠利村, Fengjia Village 鳳家村. Administrative Zone 
of Lishanqiao, in Meijiang Township 湄江鎮栗山橋管區: Zhengqi Village 正旗村. Longtang 
Township 龍塘鎮: Dongbian Village 東邊村. City of Xinhua 新化, Sangzi Township 桑梓鎮: 
Jiyun Village 集雲村, Pingyan Village 坪烟村 (here, he is dizhu for the lineages Wu 伍, Kang 
康 and Cao 曹).�
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much smaller number of villages consider him to be their jiazhu.48 And in one case 
Wu Yongdao is worshiped as dizhu and jiazhu at the same time.49 Indeed, most of the 
god’s worshipers are surnamed Wu 吳, though certainly not all.

While useful to a certain extent, the two locally prevalent labels of jiazhu 
and dizhu hide from view their single most significant characteristic, namely that 
both are understood to be deified “ritual masters” (shigong 師公 or fashi 法師) 
in the vernacular tradition.50 As such, the emic appellations used for Wu Yongdao 
unequivocally define him as a master who is in the possession of “ritual powers” (fali 
法力), which is exactly what his worshipers expect him to manifest. Similarly, Wu 
Yongdao’s status as a deified ritual master in the vernacular tradition is also evident 
from his personal nomenclature. One epithet commonly used for Wu Yongdao, 
“Lord” (jun 君), constitutes a signifier used for classifying certain deceased people 
as ritualists in the vernacular tradition.51 By contrast, ritualists in the classical Daoist 
tradition will commonly receive the posthumous title of “Sire” (gong 公), or in some 
cases “Lad” (lang 郎). Irrespective of the gap or overlap between vernacular or 
classical, which I will further elaborate below, the point is that Wu Yongdao’s title 
articulates his status along the lines of one who specifically wields ritual powers.

Viewing Wu Yongdao in light of his status as jiazhu or dizhu more generally 
yields insights into his indissoluble link with the practice of vernacular ritualists. 
Most households have statues of either jiazhu or dizhu on their home altar, and 
virtually all of them will invite ritual specialists at least once annually (or sometimes 
even more frequently) to organize elaborate sacrificial rituals for their gods. Almost 
without exception, and this is key, the rituals developed for these sacrifices belong 

48　 Locations of Wu Yongdao as jiazhu: City of Xinhua 新化, Sangzi Township 桑梓镇: Qingshan 
Village 青山村, Jianshanjian Village 尖山澗村, Pingyan Village 坪烟村 (here he is jiazhu for 
the lineages of Wu 吳 and Xie 謝), Lixiqiao Village 栗溪橋村. Shangmei 上梅鎮 and Shangdu 
上渡鎮 Townships: Fenglin Village 楓林村.�

49　 Locations of Wu Yongdao as dizhu and jiazhu: City of Xinhua 新化, Baixi Township 白溪鎮, 
Sumei Village 俗美村 (lineage of Wu 吳).�

50　 This is a point made quite clearly by Lui and Li, Jiazhu yu Dizhu, 18–19 and passim.�
51　 Lui and Li, Shi Dao he yi, 205.�
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to the vernacular tradition of Yuanhuang. These rituals, in turn, are provided only 
by two types of ritual actors: (1) ritualists who are exclusively ordained in the 
Yuanhuang tradition, or (2) ritualists who hold a Yuanhuang ordination and a Daoist 
ordination. In other words, Wu Yongdao is classified as a ritualist in the local 
Yuanhuang tradition, and he is served by ritualists who practice within this tradition.

Another rubric of classification is presented by Wu Yongdao’s military 
credentials. It is within this rubric that his status of “military official” coincides 
typologically with that of “vernacular ritualist,” as both wield power over armies 
of fierce warriors: some visible, living fighters, others invisible, demonic troops. 
Indeed, I want to emphasize that Wu Yongdao’s category of divinity more 
fundamentally connects ritual efficacy and martial power, often applied in the 
context of protecting local communities against ransacking “bandits.”

During Wu Yongdao’s lifetimes in the mid-Ming, Hunan (and neighboring 
areas)52 had to deal with significant banditry for which immigrant laborers were 
often among the usual suspects. In Peter Perdue’s detailed study on Hunan, he 
points out that the “most dangerous regions … were the mining districts of southern 
Hunan.” The abundant production of coal, iron, lead, and tin had attracted large 
numbers of men from other regions. They were regarded as “unreliable refugees” 
who committed “all kinds of crimes and conspired to form ‘death squads’ (sidang), 
… often turning to banditry.” 53 Further north there was also a considerable threat 
of pirates on lake Dongting, where the surrounding lowlands and swamps “served 
as excellent hiding places for pirates with swift, light boats, who dashed out and 
plundered merchant and passenger traffic across the lake.” 54 Later in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, during the time when Wu Yongdao’s cult was growing, 
the Hunanese themselves were similarly known for banditry. Perdue provides 

52　 Robert Marks, Tigers, Rice, Silk, & Silt: Environment and Economy in Late Imperial South 
China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 143–44.�

53　 Peter C. Perdue, Exhausting the Earth: State and Peasant in Hunan, 1500–1850 (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard East Asia Monographs, 1987), 98.�

54　 Ibid., see also 80.�
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examples of several men who led increasingly large bands of brigands, attacking and 
plundering “travelers along the Yangtze, expanding their band and setting up a lair in 
the mountains.” 55

In light of the banditry throughout Ming-dynasty Hunan, it is all the more 
predictable that Wu Yongdao’s cult should be formulated as one of a military 
commander who quashes bandits. One fortunate aspect of his cult is that there 
exist historical records to corroborate the basic details provided in the (much more 
extensive) hagiographical records. The records state Wu Yongdao’s provenance, 
his most heroic deeds during his lifetime, the year in which he died, and the place 
where he died. An important location in the original cult appears to be Zhumei 株
梅 Village in Lianyuan township, roughly thirty kilometers to the east of Xinhua. 
The Prefectural Gazetteer of Changsha 長沙府志 (Qianlong reign, 1735–1796) 
states that Zhumei was the place where he died upon sustaining injuries in his battle 
against bandits.

Wu Yongyang was a man from Anhua. In the xinsi year of the Zhengde reign 
(1521), he led the regional troops to ward off bandits. When he got wounded, 
he made an utmost effort to endure his pain and gave chase. Having captured the 
leader of the bandits, he returned. Upon arriving at Zhumei, he died.

吳永揚，安化人。正德辛巳，率鄉兵禦賊，被傷，猶忍痛追擊，獲賊首，

回。至株梅而卒。

This, then, is the basic story of Wu Yongdao: leader of local defenses who hailed 
from Anhua, hero in battle against bandits, martyred in Zhumei. This story would 
in itself explain why he became worshiped as a local tutelary saint. The violent 
circumstances of his death disqualify him from partaking in the ancestral sacrifices 
of his lineage: only spirits who died a “good death” can find a place on the ancestral 
altar, the souls of the prematurely deceased need to be pacified in other ways.56 

55　 Ibid., 112.�
56　 This is an issue that has been treated extensively by various scholars. See Lee Fong-mao 李豐楙, 

“Xiongsi yu jiechu: Sange Taiwan difang jidian de siwang guanhuai” 凶死與解除：三個台灣地

方祭典的死亡關懷, in Huaren xueshu chujingzhong de zongjiao yanjiu: bentu fangfa de tansuo 
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According to the discourse of his time, Wu Yongdao should therefore be considered 
an “orphan soul” (guhun 孤魂). Deprived of food and lodging, his soul would need 
to be controlled within a shrine and pacified with sacrificial offerings.

Several other eulogies narrate similar basic events, but focus more on his 
posthumous status. The basic legend recorded in the lineage book of the Wu clan 
corresponds to that of the Prefectural Gazetteer, but it adds some details regarding 
the epithets used in his cult. 

After roving bandits wreaked havoc, [Wu Yongdao] received orders to lead the 
regional troops. Although he gathered merit by finishing off the bandits, he died 
of his wounds. When the imperial court heard of this, they canonized him as 
“Righteous and Brave.” … He received three imperial canonizations: “General 
who was Righteous and Brave”; “General who Quashed the Bandits”; and 
“Grand Master of Loyalty and Righteousness.” 57

因流賊亂，奉命統鄉兵，滅賊有功，以傷殞，聞與朝，敕封「義勇」。…  
三次受皇封：「義勇將軍」、「平寇將軍」、「忠義大夫」。

Whether the claim of imperial recognition is spurious or not, the canonical titles 
mentioned here do indeed constitute the basic vocabulary of Wu Yongdao’s cult. His 
temple at Ma’ao stipulates his title as “General Who Quashed Bandits” (Pingkou 
Jiangjun 平寇將軍).

A text copied from his tombstone at Zhumei, dated to the Daoguang reign 
(1821–50) provides many interesting details, including the claim that his great-

grandfather Wu Lian 鐮 held the official rank of “Moral Mentor in a Princely 
Establishment” (wangfu jishan 王府紀善) during the reign of Chenghua 成化 
(1464–87).58 Whether this is historically verifiable or not, the erection of a shrine 

華人學術處境中的宗教研究：本土方法的探索, ed. Lai Chi-tim 黎志添 (Hong Kong: Sanlian, 
2012), 91–133. For an application of these ideas on a famous divinity, see Meulenbeld, “Death 
and Demonization of a Bodhisattva.”�

57　 Xie, Xie, Wu, eds., Weishan wenhua, 147.�
58　 The text is taken from a statue in Fava’s collection (consecrated 1928). For a reprint of the 

entire document, see Fava, Aux portes du ciel, 520. The translation of this title, “Moral Mentor 
in a Princely Establishment,” is taken from Charles O. Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in 
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for Wu Yongdao upon his death is certainly accurate. Again, the account is slightly 
different from the earlier ones, but the gist remains the same.  

Once roving bandits were on the loose, so [Wu Yongdao] received orders to 
lead the regional troops in defense against the bandits. After he was stabbed, he 
still spared no effort to give chase. Upon capturing the leader of the bandits, he 
returned to Zhumei and died. When his deeds became known, people pursued 
the conferral of [the title] “Righteous and Brave.” An imperial order was given 
to build a temple at Ma’ao.
流賊猖獗，奉命率鄉兵禦賊，被創，猶奮力追捕。獲賊首，歸，至株梅

卒。事聞追贈「義勇」，勅立廟馬坳。

This story does not explicitly mention an imperial enfeoffment, but it is of course 
implied: Who else would one want to “pursue the conferral” of a title from, and most 
of all, why else would there be an “imperial order” (chi 勅)? 59

The tomb inscription continues with the god’s posthumous miracles and it is 
here that the imperial aspect is brought to the fore most spectacularly. As the crucial 
part of this inscription, Wu Yongdao is said to have rescued the Zhengde emperor on 
one of his many Southern Tours of Inspection (Nanxun 南巡). Again, Wu Yongdao’s 
military leadership and bravery are emphasized—but, additionally, a new aspect of 
his power comes to light.

When the emperor made a tour of inspection in the south, he encountered the 
calamity of bandits. Suddenly there appeared a general on a white horse, covered 
in mail armor, with a helmet on his head. He led his troops to battle with the 
bandits, and their siege broke. The emperor asked: “Who are you, Sir?” Wu 
Yongdao bowed down and replied: “Your servant is Wu Yongyang, the Filial and 
Incorrupt, from Anhua in Huguang.” After uttering these words he disappeared 
in the blink of an eye. The emperor sighed in wonder and remembered him for 
a long time. Then he issued a decree to bestow the title “General Who Pacifies 
the Bandits” upon him, and add [his name] to the Shrine for the Loyal and 
Righteous. He would receive [annual] sacrifices in Spring and Autumn. 

Imperial China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985).�
59　 Of course, the term chi 勅 can also refer to Daoist authority.�
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上南巡，遇寇危急。忽有白馬將軍，披鎖甲，頂兜鍪，統兵與賊戰。圍

解，上問曰：「卿何人？」 跪對曰：「臣湖廣安化孝亷吳永揚也。」 言訖，瞬

息不見。上嘆惜久之，有旨馳諭加贈「平寇將軍」，入忠義祠，春秋祭祀。

As this anecdote is placed right after the tale of his life and death, thus highlighted 
here are the posthumous powers of Wu Yongdao, the god. His efficacy is channeled 
towards specifically martial purposes: he manifests himself as a warrior, and it is 
said that he “led his troops to battle with the bandits.” What we thus witness in 
this legend is not a general kind of divine “blessing” or “help,” it is the particular 
blessing of military protection. First, Wu Yongdao’s biographical sketch presents 
him as a military official; then, his posthumous efficacy reveals his martial powers 
as a god.

This phenomenon of deified individuals leading the troops of darkness existed 
in Hunan and neighboring regions at least as early as the Ming dynasty, as the 
following account from the Jiajing 嘉靖 reign (1522–66) about “a certain temple of 
a local god” (tushenmiao mou 土神廟某) in Lanshan county (Lanshan xian 藍山縣) 
in southern Hunan succinctly attests. Here, the god is said to have been a “shamanic 
master” (wushi 巫師), a term used in Central Hunan for ritualists in the vernacular 
tradition. 

“Of old [the god] used to be a shamanic master who had died and became a god. 
When bandits arrived at the county territory, he mobilized his dark troops and 
expelled the brigands.” 60 
舊為巫師，死而為神。寇至縣境，起陰兵驅賊。

This case does not stand on its own. A similar example of the coincidence between 
military and ritual efficacy is known from the Fuzhou 撫州 area in neighboring 
Jiangxi, an area which is especially relevant because it had exported its traditions of 
vernacular ritual to central Hunan during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.61 

60　 Hengzhou fuzhi 衡州府志, in Tian Yi Ge cang Mingdai fangzhi xuankan 天一閣藏明代方志選

刊 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1982), 59: 9. 11b.�
61　 See Mark Meulenbeld, “The Dark Emperor’s Law,” Studies in Chinese Religions 3, no. 4 (2017): 

1–46.�
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In this record from the Yongle 永樂 reign (1402–24) a military official called Wang 
Zipei 王子邳, who is said to have lived during the tenth century, led the “people’s 
troops for protecting the territorial cult” (baoshe minbing 保社民兵) in battle against 
an invasion of bandits. After the bandits had managed to chop off his head, he 
miraculously continued to give battle, which—of course—frightened the intruders so 
much that they fled. The record, compiled during the early Ming, indicates that the 
cult was very much alive at the time of writing, saying: “Up to this day, people of this 
region worship his shrine at [the altar of] their territorial cult” 鄉人至今奉祠于社.62 

To summarize, in his capacity of deified military official who suffered a heroic 
yet premature death at the hands of roving bandits, Wu Yongdao’s cult is consistent 
with other local gods, both deified ritualists and deified military officials. Like them, 
he commanded not only those troops that any living authority would command, 
such as regional troops and local militias whose fighters consisted of villagers, 
but also the “troops of darkness” (yinbing 陰兵)—i.e., armies of ghosts. And this 
phenomenon is a telltale sign of Wu Yongdao’s conceptualization as an agent of 
(and within) vernacular ritual. Indeed, in central Hunan during the Ming dynasty and 
after, it is virtually inconceivable without the divine bureaucracy that Daoists have 
constructed in order to control the dangerous powers of local gods.   

Daoism and Vernacular Ritual

Ritual affiliation turns out to be an illuminating aspect of Wu Yongdao’s cult, and 
not just regarding the command over dark troops. More generally speaking, the 
consecration documents found inside the god’s statues constitute a trove of data that 
speaks volumes about the ritual traditions supporting the cult.

Several statues in my own collection and that of Patrice Fava’s provide rather 
straightforward clues about the “ideology” informing Wu Yongdao’s godhood. 
Among those, an extremely comprehensive example is a statue from Anhua 

62　 Yongle Dadian fangzhi jiyi 永樂大典方志輯佚 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2004), 3: 1883–84.�
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consecrated in 1799.63 This statue’s internal documents state that the consecration 
is carried out “in accordance with the intent of the Great Dao” (于大道意者). More 
poignantly even, the same document refers to Wu Yongdao as a “founding ancestor 
who obtained the Dao” (De Dao Taizu 得道太祖). 

 

                 Fig. 2: Statue of Wu Yongdao from 1799 (collection PF)

                 Fig. 3: Consecration document from inside the 1799 statue.

Quite straightforwardly, thus, we can see that there existed in Wu Yongdao’s 
native region iterations of his cult that were conceived according to the highest 
aspirations of “the Dao.” Regardless of whether this statue is consistent with others, 
the existence of this discursively Daoist version of Wu Yongdao must be taken into 
account.

Continuing with the same document, the god’s efficacy is opened up by 
talismanic orders that situate the god within an overwhelmingly Daoist cosmology 
and bureaucratic structure. There are two rubrics within the talismanic orders used 
for consecration: (1) the command that invokes the god’s presence on the “seat of 
Lord Wu Yongdao” (Wu jun Yongdao wei 吳君永道位), and (2) the higher powers 
to which Wu Yongdao is made subservient. The command itself, as far as I can 
tell, offers little additional indication about its ritual belongings—except for the 

63　 Collection Patrice Fava.�
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significant fact that the title “Lord” (jun) is used 
in Hunan to classify gods as ritual masters in the 
vernacular tradition. 

Yet the second rubric, detailing the higher 
powers, is clearly Daoist. The first five items, 
especially, could barely be more specific: (1) Purple 
Tenuity (Ziwei 紫微), followed by (2) Great Yang 
(Taiyang 太陽) and Great Yin (Taiyin 太陰), after 
which is embodied (3) the Jade Emperor (Yuhuang
玉皇), and again (4) the powers of Thunder (Lei 
雷). Element (5) is the talisman representing Golden 
Radiance (Jinguang 金光), the written Daoist 
equivalent of a transubstantiation spell.64

Though not visible on the outside of this statue, 
its efficacy is rooted in Daoist principles.

Such links to Daoist power structures are not 
unique to a single statue from Anhua, but found in 
other statues as well: it is a consistent feature of this 
local cult. In addition to the descriptions found in 
the statue of 1799, most statues contain talismanic 
registers that endow them with the command over 
specific warriors, or that otherwise relate them 
to Daoist command structures. In a statue from 
Ningxiang 寧鄉 (about thirty kilometers west of 
Changsha) consecrated in 1846 and reconsecrated in 
1902, many such talismans are included.

64　 See John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History (New York: Macmillan, 1987); 
also see my further analysis in Mark Meulenbeld, “From ‘Withered Wood’ to ‘Dead Ashes’: 
Burning Bodies, Metamorphosis, and the Ritual Production of Power,” Cahiers d’Extrême Asie 
19 (2010): 217–66.�
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command to invoke Wu 
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Fig.  5 :  (2)  the h igher 

powers overseeing Wu 

Yongdao
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                   Fig. 6: Statue of Wu Yongdao from 1846 (collection MM).

                   Fig. 7: Consecration document from inside the 1846 statue.

In a long sequence of individual talismans (fig. 8) that immediately precedes the text 
of the consecration address, the first talisman summons “celestial troops” (tianbing 
天兵) by using a multitude of characters for “cart” [che 車] and “bull” [niu 牛]) to 
indicate the tremendous sound of a large army. The next two talismans are also for 
summoning spirit-troops, giving the following command: “Horses galloping like 
flying clouds, execute these orders speedy as fire” 飛雲走馬, 火速奉行. These 
eight characters are embedded in (or attached to) a talismanic character embodying 
“Thunder Fire” (leihuo 雷火). Adjacent to this pair of two talismans, another one 
embodies Yin and Yang alongside a beautifully written “Fire Bushel” (huodou 火
斗). And, after another version of the command to obey swiftly as fire, the authority 
of Purple Tenuity is invoked. Further down this line-up, one talisman summons the 
Twenty-eight Thunders (Ershiba Lei 二十八雷) of the four seasons. 

 Fig 8: Sequence of individual talismans from the 1846 statue.    
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Individually, only the talismans referring to Yin/Yang and to Purple Tenuity are more 
or less clearly of Daoist origin. Taken together, however, with talismanic commands 
for Thunder, a distinctly Daoist repertoire emerges. 

The sequence of talismans totals forty-eight. Some are at the core of Daoist 
ritual guardians, such as the ancient Six Ding and Six Jia (liuding liujia 六丁六

甲; f ig. 9 below, second from left). Others embody the “Five Hundred Savage 
Thunders” (Wubai manlei 五百蠻雷; below, fifth from left) that are ubiquitous in 
Daoist collections of exorcistic rituals such as the Unified Origins of the Dao and Its 
Rituals (DZ 1220 Daofa huiyuan 道法會元). And, stressing the spread of specific 
Thunder traditions, yet others invoke the presence of the famous Five Thunders 
(Wulei 五雷; below, third from right). In line with the conception of this god’s 
efficacy in relation to other local authorities, the God of the Earth is mentioned (Tudi
土地; below, third from left), and several talismans invoke “Immortal Master of the 
Nine Oxen” (Jiuniu xianshi 九牛仙師) and the “Ten Great Inspectors of Furies, who 
command the troops” (Zongbing shida duchang 總兵十大都猖).

Fig 9: Second sequence of individual talismans from the 1846 statue.

These patterns of ritual affiliation are repeated in yet other cases, such as a statue 
of Wu Yongdao that records a consecration date of 1893.65 Although its ties to any 
specific geographical location are not stated in the consecration documents, which 
only provide the individual names of the sponsoring He 賀 brothers, the ritual 
affiliation is clear.   

65　 Collection Mark Meulenbeld.�
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                Fig. 10: Statue of Wu Yongdao from 1893 (Collection MM).

                Fig. 11: Consecration document from inside the 1893 statue.

Like its peer from Ningxiang, this statue can boast a similar arsenal of military 
resources, first among them the Thirty-six Thunders (Sanshiliu Lei 三十六雷; 
below, third from right) that are the stock in trade of Daoist ritual and of popular 
story-cycles since the Ming dynasty. Less well known to the greater public but no 
less important within Daoist ritual are the Generals of the Three Primes (Sanyuan 
Jiangjun 三元將軍; below, second from left). Here, too, the God of the Earth is 
invoked (below, far right).

The clearest indication about a specific ritual tradition, beyond generalizing 
labels like Daoist classical ritual or vernacular ritual, comes from a talisman 
invoking the powers of Zhang Wulang 張五郎. This talisman, which says “Wulang 
the Altar-toppler” (Fantan Wulang 翻壇五郎; below, fourth from left), belongs to the 
Yuanhuang tradition of vernacular ritual, presided over by the god Zhang Wulang.

 Fig. 12: Sequence of talismans from inside the 1893 statue.
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The Yuanhuang tradition is clearly important for our understanding of the link 
to Daoism. Before elaborating on this aspect, a brief survey of an additional set of 
183 talismans included the 1893 statue will drive home the connection with Daoism 
more generally speaking, and the ritual correlation among the statues here treated.

First of all, aside from Thunder traditions forming a conspicuous presence 
throughout these talismans, two divine guardians of Daoist ritual are mentioned by 
name and rank, namely Numinous Agent Wang (Wang Lingguan 王靈官) and Prime 
Marshal Ma (Ma Yuanshuai 馬元帥). Both these warrior-gods have a long pedigree 
in Daoist ritual; their particular pairing of Wang and Ma is representative of Daoist 
traditions in Central Hunan.  

                   

Fig. 13: Second sequence of talismans from inside the 1893 statue. From left 
to right: Wang and Ma; Thirty-six Thunders; Five Thunders; and the “Ten Great 
Inspectors of the Furies.＂

If Wang and Ma more strictly represent Daoist ritual, together with the 
Thirty-six Thunders, there are other gods that rather belong to the vernacular 
sphere. Particularly telling are the repeated presences of, again, the “Ten Great 
Inspectors of the Furies” (Shida Duchang 十大都猖), and several sets of five 
talismans embodying the presence of the “Five Furies” (Wuchang 五猖) of the Five 
Directions. In the vernacular traditions of Hunan these are commonly linked to 
Zhang Wulang, who is not only the patriarch of the Yuanhuang tradition, but also the 
local commander of the Five Furies. 
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Despite the differences marked by the nominal and linguistic distinction 
between practitioners of vernacular and Daoist rituals (upheld by priests and scholars 
alike), the vernacular masters occupy a position within a continuum of the celestial 
hierarchy that also includes Daoist masters. That is to say, even though they each 
practice a distinct repertoire of rituals, at the same time their practices are entirely 
compatible. So much so, in fact, that it is rare to find a Zheng Yi Daoist in central 
Hunan who is not also versed in vernacular rituals. Aside from Schipper’s sweeping 
statements about the kinship between the vernacular and classical traditions, with 
vernacular rituals representing “the lowest rank in the Daoist hierarchy” 66 and 
classical rituals embodying a more elevated stratum of culture,67 consider the 
situation in Hunan. First, the Daoists in Yangyuan Village 楊源村 (my fieldwork 
base) started out as vernacular ritualists 24 generations ago during the late Yuan 
dynasty and did not learn Daoist rituals until 7 generations later, in the mid to late 
Ming. This liturgical mobility—vernacular masters acquiring certification for 
practicing classical, Daoist rituals—is identical to what I encountered in Keelung 
基隆, Northern Taiwan.68 In both Hunan and Taiwan it is seen as a move upward—

liturgically but also socially, with Daoist priests serving during communal rituals, as 
leader of communal leaders. Note that many vernacular priests in Hunan also have 
learned rituals that are commonly understood to represent Daoism, most notably the 
ke 科. For Taiwan, Schipper points out that the basic programs of vernacular and 
classical rituals are interchangeable.69

To drive home the profound relevance of Daoism for our understanding of 
Hunanese vernacular traditions (and for their own self-definition!), I have previously 
described how the divine patriarch of the vernacular Yuanhuang tradition is mostly 

66　 Kristofer M. Schipper, The Taoist Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 50.�
67　 Schipper, “Vernacular and Classical Ritual in Taoism,” 47.�
68　 My main informant, Li Tenglong 李騰龍, is fifth generation fashi, and only third generation 

daoshi. During my two years of intensive fieldwork with his son, Li Wuji 李戊己, moreover, I 
have seen firsthand that they recruited acolytes with backgrounds as diverse as spirit mediums, 
vernacular ritualists, and even practitioners from bajiajiang 八家將 troupes.�

69　 Schipper, “Vernacular and Classical Ritual in Taoism,” especially 36, 47.�
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known for his failed pursuit of Daoist ritual knowledge. This divinity, Zhang 
Wulang, is given such impossible tasks by “the Most High Old Lord” (Taishang 
Laojun 太上老君), so difficult to solve, that the Old Lord’s daughter (Jiji 急急) 
helps him, falls in love with him, and ends up marrying him. The name Jiji is a 
synecdoche for Daoist ritual, captured by the oft recurring phrase “Swiftly, swiftly, 
as the law commands!” (Jiji ru lüling 急急如律令). Thus, I wrote some years ago, 
Zhang Wulang “has become an acquaintance of the ‘Most High Old Lord,’ and 
has been affiliated to the Lord’s family, but he was never admitted into its inner 
circles.” 70 And, “In the end the fruits for Zhang Wulang are bittersweet: on the one 
hand he remains an outsider to the Daoist mysteries represented by the Most High 
Old Lord, on the other hand he is wedded to them, literally, via his relationship with 
the Old Lord’s daughter Jiji. In terms of formal apprenticeship, Zhang Wulang is 
never allowed to enter the Old Lord’s altar, so that he never manages to learn any 
secrets of Daoist ritual and remains standing apparently unsuccessfully ‘In Front 
of the Hall’.” 71 The term “In Front of the Hall” (Dianqian 殿前) is taken from 
ordination documents in which the locus of vernacular authority is defined in the 
following manner: “Yuanhuang Ritual Court of the Authentic One, In Front of the 
Hall of the Most High Old Lord” 太上老君殿前正一元皇法院.72 It is used locally 
in vernacular manuscripts to refer to the Yuanhuang tradition, and thus captures the 
basic relationship between the Daoist sanctus sanctorum of the Old Lord’s Hall, and 
the court outside, where Zhang Wulang practices his martial tricks: during the late 
imperial period the term Dianqian was used as an official title for the Palace Guard, 
the army defending the regime of their noble masters.

70　 Meulenbeld, “Dancing with the Gods,” 126.�
71　 Ibid., 129.�
72　 Ibid., 122.�
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Conclusions

While the presence of card-carrying Daoists is not always a given for the cult of 
Wu Yongdao, close scrutiny of the core aspects that inform his godhood makes 
clear that the cult is exceedingly difficult to disentangle from the scope of Daoism. 
The cult is an amalgam of different elements that are not always directly available 
for classification, nor for discursive articulation as “ideology,” yet upon closer 
inspection most appear to be emerging from Daoist ritual lore. This is either because 
they are distinct segments from a larger Daoist repertoire, or because they are served 
by ritualists who themselves are to be classified as Daoists, and their kin. 

The composite nature of this local cult simultaneously cuts across lines that 
have been drawn between “popular religion” as a distinct realm for autonomous 
activities of lay-people, on one hand, and named institutions like Daoism with 
ordained priests who represent standardized cosmologies, on the other. If scholars 
have already shown how Daoism visibly interacted with some local cults, or even 
how it has openly absorbed and transformed other local cults, the same should be 
recognized on a much more nitty-gritty level: the Daoist involvement with local cults 
even if they cannot self-evidently be classified as “Daoist,” or when Daoists appear 
to be absent.

Less weight should be given to modern snapshots of a present-day cult’s 
continued life in the absence of Daoist (or other) priests, and more to an 
understanding of the rituals in which the cult has been embedded historically. 
In cases where a paucity of available materials does not allow for a fine-grained 
analysis, there are still two things to be considered before drawing conclusions. First, 
as the old maxim goes, absence of evidence cannot simply be taken as evidence of 
absence. Second, seeing as Daoism has played a formative role in the history of so 
many local cults in different parts of China, scholars should take it more seriously 
as a possibly systemic factor within the construction of the Chinese sacred. Simply 
to ignore it seems to be misunderstanding a significant aspect of the interaction 
between local cults and mainstream traditions in the longue durée of Chinese history.
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湖南地方香火的初步歸類：道教儀式、

思想體系和「平寇將軍」的靈力

梅林寶*

摘　要

探究道教與地方香火緊密而廣泛的聯繫時，研究者們常常遇到的阻礙

是當代中國日趨減少的道士數量。儘管有些地區仍然有著大量的鄉間道士，

不斷變化的人口統計與經濟發展已經使得道教的存在整體減少。對道教興趣

不深的田野調查者往往因此斷言：道教在他們研究的宗教領域中並不重要。

這樣令人遺憾的假設讓他們面對地方神明與地方香火時（常被歸類為民間信

仰）產生了很多誤解，因為它將現代中國貧瘠的宗教活動當成了廣義上地方

香火特徵的根本典範。哪怕道教活動在現存宗教中地位並不重要，一旦注意

到許多地方香火的形成方式都與道士、道教儀式與道家思想等息息相關，我

們也能夠清楚地意識到上述想法的確是錯誤的。儘管在某一個地方香火的範

圍內不見的很明確強調，但許多被用來建立地方宗教的基石首先也是道家常

有的儀式，包括他們所遵循的宇宙觀、神仙體系或提供儀式服務的專家者。

本文將致力於研究一例地方香火，它表面上看並不像是道教，但只要洞

悉其中可以列為道教儀式方面的結果，我們仍然可以研究它所受到的道教的

影響。這是在沒有道教徒的情況下對道教存在的研究。     

 關鍵詞﹕�道教、地方香火、民間信仰、法師傳統、儀式觀念�

 *　作者係香港理工大學中國文化學系副教授。




